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Environmentally-Friendly, Disaster-Resistant
Green Base Station Test Systems
NTT DOCOMO is advancing the study of green base stations, which are radio base stations with environmentally
friendly, disaster resistant energy systems. Toward this end,
the R&D center has developed a test system aimed at
increasing base-station backup time during power outages
and contributing to power conservation and protection of the
environment through effective use of ecological power generation devices. In this article, we give an overview of the
green base station concept and describe our test equipment
and basic operational results.
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3. Configuration of
Green Base Station
Test Equipment

PV power

Base
station

Wind power

The differences in configuration
between conventional base stations and
green base stations are different storage

Green power
controller

Rectifier

batteries (from lead batteries to LIB),
the use of ecological power generation,
and the addition of equipment to con-

Disaster resistant
Long-term backup

trol them. LIB are widely used in
Storage-battery
size reduction

devices such as mobile terminals, but
additional preparation necessary for

Fuel-cell

LIB

installation must be clarified, including
testing and evaluation of performance

Figure 1 Green base station overview

and safety when used on a large scale
and in a fixed environment, as when

*1 LIB: A type of storage battery in which lithium
ions in the electrolyte move during charging
and discharging.
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applied to base stations. Also, to combine multiple power sources, the characteristics of each power source must
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4. Green Base Station Test
Equipment Basic Operation
and Operational Results
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4.1 Operating Modes
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48 V DC
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Commercial power
(100 V AC)
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(a) Test system external view

Discharge
control

Green power
controller
Charging control
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be understood (e.g. eco-power device

so it includes measuring instru-

that consumes approximately 300 W.

48 V DC

LIB
4.5kWh

(b) Test system configuration

Figure 2 Green base station test system
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station can operate on solar power

Table 1 Test system operating modes

alone.
measurements when operating in mode

Mode

Commercial
power
(rectifier)

Batteries
(discharging)

PV generation

Base station

1

●

●

base station giving priority to solar and

2

●

●

battery power, but also adding commer-

3

●

●

●

cial power. The figure shows operation

4

●

●

●

using almost no commercial power by

5

●

increasing battery discharge when the

6

solar power output decreases due to

7

clouds or other factors.

8

4.2 Examples of Operating

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Batteries
(charging)

●

●

Monitor

Mode Operation and Transitions between Modes

Solar panels
PV power

Table 2 gives examples of how

Green power controller

mal mode based on current and forecast

DC

Charging/
discharging power

LIB

Commercial power

Load power

Stored capacity

currently sunny, but the solar power
generated is insufficient to operate the

DC

Mode

Base station
(BTS)

Rectifier

AC

green power controller selects the optiweather conditions. In example 2, it is

Produced power
ratio=PV power/load power

DC

these operating modes operate. The

PV power: 606 W, commercial power: 151 W, load power: 316 W, charging power: 368 W, stored capacity: 2,523 Wh

base station, so mode 3 is selected dur-

Figure 3 Example of real-time monitoring of Mode 4

ing the day. Further, the forecast for the
next day is rain, so night-time commer-

base station can run on batteries and
The weather (amount of solar radiation) actually fluctuates through the

18

Rectifier output voltage

50

16
14

40

12
10

30
Base station input current

8

20

6

day, so operating modes must switch
automatically in response to this fluctuation. An example of a transition from
mode 4 to mode 3 is shown in Figure
5. After the first 1:35 on the graph, bat-

10
0

Current (A)

tion and charge the batteries, so that the
commercial power the next day.

20

60

cial power is used operate the base sta-

Voltage (V)
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8. In this mode, power is supplied to the

Power consumption

Power supply

Figure 4 shows an example of

4
Battery discharge current

10

20

PV generated current
30

40

50

2
60

0

Time (sec)

Figure 4 Example of Mode 8 measurements

tery charging completes so the current
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Table 2 Power operation examples
Power operation examples

Conditions
Power conditions

Daytime Next-day
weather forecast

Day time

Night time

Next day, day time

1

Base station power
PV-generated
＞
consumption
power

Clear

Clear

Mode 2
Mode 3
●PV → base station
●Night-time power → base station
Insufficient part from commercial power ●Night-time power → LIB charging

Mode 6 (Mode 8)
●PV+LIB discharge → base station
Insufficient part from commercial power

2

Base station power
PV-generated
＞
consumption
power

Clear

Rain

Mode 3
Mode 2
●PV → base station
●Night-time power → base station
Insufficient part from commercial power ●Night-time power → LIB charging

Mode 5
●LIB discharge → base station
Commercial power after discharge complete

3

Base station power
PV-generated
＜
consumption
power

Clear

Clear

Mode 4
●PV → base station
●PV excess → LIB charging

Mode 7
●LIB discharge → base station

Mode 4
●PV → base station
●PV excess → LIB charging

4

Base station power
PV-generated
＜
consumption
power

Clear

Rain

Mode 4
●PV → base station
●PV excess → LIB charging

Mode 2
●Night-time power → base station
●Night-time power → LIB charging

Mode 5
●LIB discharge → base station
Commercial power after discharge complete
●:Supply

●:Charging

Rectifier output current
Rectifier output current
Charger input current
Voltage (V)

Base station input current
Current (A)
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Example

Charger input current

Base station input current

PV generated power

0 min

1 min

2 min

Mode 4

3 min

0 min

Mode 3

1 min
Mode 4

2 min

3 min
Mode 3

Figure 5 Example of transition from Mode 4 to Mode 3

out of the rectifier and into the charger
drops, but the current into the base sta-

4.3 Characteristics of
Independent Power

and LIB, and not using commercial
power (AC). Measurements were done

tion remains stable, not changing before

We now describe the results of

operating in mode 6, on independent

and after this transition. This shows

evaluating how the characteristics of

power, from 8:00 (with LIB fully

how the system controls power to avoid

independent power fluctuate with vari-

charged) to 16:00, and in mode 4, to

base-station interruption, even through

ous weather conditions when operating

charge in preparation for the next day

mode transitions.

the green base station using solar power

from 16:00 to 8:00 the following day.
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Figure 6 shows data obtained from

while negative indicates LIB charging.

power to charge the LIB when operat-

the test equipment on power generation,

Example (a) shows that the base station

ing on AC and PV (calculated numeri-

charging and discharging characteris-

was able to operate on PV power for

cally, applying the power generated by

tics. Positive on the vertical axis indi-

most of the day time. Because of this,

the PV over 400 W to charging the

cates PV generation and LIB discharge,

the LIB returned to a full charge using

LIB).

1,000
800

PV generated power

Power (W)

200
0
LIB charge/
discharge power

−400
−600

8:00 12:00

16:00 20:00
Time

0:00

4:00

cloudy weather, battery capacity

sunshine was weak, so charging the

decreased much less throughout the day

LIB using AC required approximately

when using the excess PV power to

eight hours. In example (c), power is

charge the LIB and as a result, charging

supplied by discharging the LIB

with AC power completed in a very

throughout the day, and its depth of dis-

short time. Evaluating these results as
above gives charging ratios of 3% and

charge reaches 90%.

1,000
PV generated power

Figure 7 shows changes in the

15% for (a) and (b) respectively.

amount of charge in the LIB. The pro-

The above confirms that the charac-

portion of the time using AC (16 hours)

teristics of independent power and the

spent charging the LIB was 24%, 49%

amount of night time AC power used

and 94% in (a), (b) and (c) respectively.

varies greatly according to the weather.

Note that although it is not implement-

600
Power (W)

LIB compensated for times when the

*2

Figure 6(a) Generation/charge/discharge characteristics (Nov. 15-16,
2012, clear skies)

800

In the examples with sunny and

AC

400

−200

AC

400

5. Conclusion

ed in the test system, we have also

200
0
LIB charge/
discharge power

−200

shown the results (AC + PV) if opera-

In this article, we have described

tion is controlled to use excess PV

the green base station concept, the test

−400
−600

8:00 12:00

16:00 20:00
Time

0:00

4:00

100

Figure 6(b) Generation/charge/discharge characteristics (Nov. 13-14,
2012, cloudy)
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Cloudy (AC+PV)
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Clear skies
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Cloudy
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PV generated power
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LIB charge amount (%)

1,000

Power (W)
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600

AC in a short time. In example (b), the

LIB charge/discharge power
16:00 20:00
Time

0:00

4:00

10
0
8:00

Figure 6(c) Generation/charge/discharge characteristics (Nov. 6-7,
2012, raining)

12:00

16:00

20:00

0:00

4:00

Time

Figure 7 Change in LIB charge amount

*2 Depth of discharge: An index indicating
what percent of a full charge has been discharged.
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equipment built at the R&D center and

network, coordinating control of power

results from basic operation of this

use between the base stations.

corporate/csr/report/user/quality/disaster/
[4] Agency for Natural Resources and Ener-

equipment. The data obtained from the

gy: “Fuel for Power Generation after an

test system will be used as indices to
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